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SETTING UP LOCAL SYRINGE REPLACEMENT PROGRAMS (SRP) FOR DRUG USE

Patricia BENECH-LE ROUX, a doctoral student working at the CESDIP, repofts on a research project on the reduction of drug-
related isks, financed by the AIDS-drug use unit of the Serne-Sarnt-Denis départemenl bureau of health and welfare (DDASS).

In the 1980s, it became clear that an alternative drugs policy was urgently needed in order to halt the AIDS epidemic. Intravenous drug consumers
are particularly exposed to the virus, inasmuch as they circulate used needles, on the one hand, and are generally excluded from health and wel-
fare schemes, on the other hand. A billwas therefore passed in 1987legalizing the sale of syringes by pharmacies, so as to reduce this risk. SRP
(syringe replacement programs) were first experimented in 1989, and gained recognition in 1995 following the ofiicialisation, in 1994, of the policy
of reducing drug-relatel risks. These programs are implemented by risk+eduction associations commissioned by the departmental DDASS agen-
cies. Their objective is t,l approach those most marginalised drug consumers h order to encourage syringe replacement. There are several possi-
ble ways of dishibuting syringes, and places for doing so : from an outreach storefront (such as began to be set up in 1993), a mobile van, a sy-
ringe-dishibuting machine, through contacts on the streets or in the squats or homes of users).

he present stuJy deals with one topical but hardly
broached quesilonr: that of he setting up of SRP,
a complex procr,,ss that constantly oscillates be-
tween two contral'ting goals which must nonethe-
less be combined . the introduction of the project

must be acceptable for the locai environment (for elected offi-
cials, doctors, professional sociai workers, pharmacists, other
associations, the police, users of the city and neighbors), and
aæessible to drug users (in terms crf location, of timing, of the
ability of workers to relate to and to ,naintain a sustained rela-
tionship with those most marginalised ;onsumers). We will con-
fine our remarks to the process of achit'ving acceptability of the
SRP. This involves hree phases :

I - putting the program on the agenda and having a town-
ship agree to it;

ll - persuading elected officials and local partners to ac-
cept it;

lll- persuading the neighbourhood to accept it.

The variety of places in which syringe replacement may take
place calls for different processes for achieving acceptability.
The survey methods used for the present study are of a quali-
tative nature. They are based on about thirty semi-directive in-
terviews with actors and on the observation of the activities of
drug outreach teams in ten-odd townships (communes) in the
Seine-Saint-De nis dépaftement.

| - Putting an SRP program on the agenda and having a
township agree to it

The DDASS decides where it wishes to have risk-reduction as-
sociations go to work. However, it is up to each association to
approach towns and propose the implementation of an SRP.
The extent to which towns are interested in the program de-
pends on how they deal with drug+elated problems. Our study
shows municipal handling of these problems to be divided into
three typesz, which condition whether the town will put the SRP
on its agenda and agree to it.

1') Health+entred management

ln this model, the local officials acknowledge the existence of
drug+elated problems in the town, and create a committee
specialised in the prevention of drug use, generally initiated,
supported and presided by a health-councillor. In fact, these

See Daniel KÛBLER'S analysis of he conflicb connected with tre implernentation
:' drug policies in Swiss citiei: KÛBLER (D.l,Polittque de la drque dans les viltes
su/sses entre ordre et santê. Analyse des conflits de nise en æuvre Pars,
r annattan, Collection Logiques sociales, 2000.

- r'?se are ideal types. More subte intermediate types may be found between
:ese archetypes.

health-councillors3 are often professional health workers and
are therefore sensitive to the importance of reducing the risk of
HIV and hepatitis transmission among drug addicts. The mu-
nicipal health centres (MHS) (CMS in French) work hand in
hand with the town health and hygiene serviæs (THHS) (SCHS
in French), whereas their relations with urban safety and police
forces are more spotty. These towns immediately position
themselves as interested in obtaining competent advice along
with methods and tools appropriate to the local context, and are
therefore receptive to any proposal of help in reducing drug-
related risks. They are prepared to put he SRP on the agenda
before the offer is made, and it is more or less self-evident that
they will agree to it. Risk reduction becomes an element of
health policy, and the association mandated for the SRP be-
comes a full-fledged partner of the municipal team.
Occasionally, however, a town may be anxious to benefit from
this service, but neone is offering it, for political or material rea-
sons. There are few risk+eduction associations, and they can-
not effectively cover every town in a département.

2) Safetyariented management

In this second model, the municipal team denies the existence
of drug problems and points up fear of crime. Drug problems
are managed by safety+entred policies, via the local safety
contract (LSC), which is set up by the councillorr in charge of
urban safe$, in collaboration with the police forces. Here, mu-
nicipal health policy is mostly confined to services for the el-
derly and for young children ; there is no demand for secondary
prevention services for drug addicts. No MHS or THHS is to be
found. The SRP is slipped onto the agenda by a prevention-
minded health-councillor. There is formal acceptance of the
proposal to supply a risk-reduction service, then, but in actuality
responsibility for it is shunted to the association. The health-
councillor "washes his hands' of the problem, so to speak. This
means that the association is not a real partner, integrated in
the mur ;;pal team, and does not receive public backing from
the politi,:al personnel.
In other towns also stressing a safety-oriented approach to
drug use to the detriment of a health and hygiene+entered po-
licy, local officials may categorically refuse the risk-reduction
service offered. However, an SRP may be set up in private fa-
cilities within the town (neighbourhood cenhes) without a permit
from town hall.

: We use this term to designate elected ofiicials in charge of developing healh po
licy.
1nr by an ofiicial mandated by the pditical pesonnel.
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3) Non+xisfent management

The third type is exemplified by poor, socially and economically ne-
glected townships suffering from territorial demographic segrega-
tion. While local officials are well aware of the existence of drug-
related problems, they focus their work on housing problems' And
in fact, given the insalubrious conditions and indescribable decay
encountered in some buildings, this obviously does constitute a
priori$. Health policy focuses exclusively on the elderly and young
children. No MHS or THHS is to be found. The health-councillor
lacks experience in prevention of drug use and leaves it to the risk-
reduction association, which functions completely on its own.
All in all, political good will is of paramount importance for he intro-
duction of an SRP, but this is not the only requisite. Aæeptance is
reinforced when the professionalism of the risk+eduction associa-
tion is acknowledged by the offtcials in charge of health'

ll- Sensitizing and persuading elected officials and local part'
ners ; constructing an advocacy partnership

Elected officials and local partners must be made aware of the
problem and persuaded of the need for an SRP before they come
to accept it. This requires work upstream of the actual introduction
of ûre program and during the first months of its functioning, and in-
volves a long period of negotiations.
The first people to convince are the health-councillors. In conclu-
sion of the negotiations, the health-councillors condition the intro
duction of an SRP on he association's ability to persuade the local
partners, the townspeople, and especially the neighbors, to accept
it, particularly when he plan is to open a storefiont. So, in order to
make itself known, to gain recognition and acceptance by the local
partnen, the risk-reduction association embarks on a sort of obsta-
cle course, organilng meetings to explain to, reassure and con-
vince people, to counter Ûre unavoidable opposition and above all,
to reverse what are judged to be 'unenlightened" ways of thinking,
"to make tolerable what people view as intolerable%.
During this phase, he oÛrer objective is to create or enter into and
enlarge a partnership, so as to create a local relay network that will
flank the SRP and serve as a guarantee for it, while possibly doing
advocacy work for it. Acceptance of an SRP may in fact be
achieved by mobilizing a solid partnership, headed by a pilot team
usually composed of the health-councillor, doctors from the MHS
and occasionally, THHS oficials, as well as the coordinator of the
risk-reduction association. Symbolic official recognition by the Ad-
ministration, via the DDASS is also needed. This gives he SRP po-
litical and healtr legitimacy along with "ennoblement by the State"'
Conversely, if such a partnenhip is not organized and constantly
galvanized, the acceptability of he program is seriously jeopar-
dized. The construction of a partnership is not confined to the
abov+mentioned important actors, however : major local non-profit
organizations, pharmacists and the police force should be included'
Each of these local groups will have a variety of roles to play'
The healttr-councillors act as he risk'reduction association's Trojan
horse within ûre municipal team. They infoduce their colleagues to
the idea of sefting up an SRP. They are a mediating force between
the association and the elected oficials, since apparently elected
councillors can only be convinced by other councillors. As a secon-
dary benefit of their support, the association may obtain facilities
and funding from town hall. In addition, he health-councillors gen-
erate a platform for partnerships, by putting the association in con-
tact wiûr other local partners such as street counselors, general
practitioners, MHS and THHS, pharmacists and police officers.
Last, they are first-rate allies in persuading their constituents.

Nonetheless, their backing in itself does not suffice to get an SRP
accepted ; health professionals must be actively involved as well.
Physicians are, in fact, powerful actors, often with numerous
statuses and roles, including public health physician, health-
councillor and/or deputy mayor, in charge of an MHS or a THHS,
member of a union and of associations combating AIDS, head of a
risk-reduction association, etc. Some combine professional, politi-
cal and militant statuses, which clearly make them particularly in-
fluential. They have considerable leverage with health councillors
for putting an SRP on the agenda (especially when the latter are
doctors as well), and play a synergetic role with professionals in
the drug field. When mobilized, then, they give the councillor the
wherewithal to defend the risk+eduction association against its de-
tractors. There is no way of sensitizing officials to risk reduction
without heir involvement. lf the physician, a recognized and so-
cially legitimate specialist, is not convinced of the value of an SRP,
how can local officials be persuaded ? Last, the chances of setting
up an SRP are much poorer in cities with no MHS. Whatever his
'good will', a health-councillor with no experience in fighting drug
addiction, no health professionals in an advisory capacity and no
backing from an MHS is not armed for action.
The third category of actors from whom consent and backing must
be obtained is the other local non-profit organizations, especially
the most influentialones such as the tenants'association and the
senior citizens' clubs. Once they have been won over, these asso-
cia$ons may relay the objectives defended by the risk+eduction as-
sociation and speak in their behalf.
Pharmacists, although persistenty solicited, tend to be reluctant to
enter this partnership. Some are surprisingly poorly informed of
what risk reduction involves. Others prefer not to have syringe dis-
tributor machines on a wall of Ûreir pharmacy, and do not partici-
pate in used syringe recovery or in supplying people the distribu'
tors, even if they are located directly across ftom the pharmacy'
Preparation for setting up an SRP requires an alliance with the po-
lice, to avoid having the work impeded by heavy police presence in
places where syringe replacement is operating. Those police su-
perintendents interviewed claim they do not take action in places
where syringe replacement is done, and make a clear distinction
between repressive work and prevention. The parhership, in this
case, may be termed one of mere courtesy. Here too, it is the
healh+ouncillors who arTange for the police and the risk+eduction
association to meet.
Lasfly, an SRP will be more acceptable if actors at the central Ad'
ministration level are mobilized. Their physical presence at neigh-
borhood meetings gives the approach, occasionally strongly con-
tested by the population, a sort of guarantee and official legitimacy.
However, such people hardly ever go to neighborhoods to partici-
pate in the task of persuading the population, the elected offcials
and other partners.
In conclusion, the primary acton in this process are the doctors,
especially when they are health-councillors, and heads of MHS. Al'
liance with the political personnel (via the healtr councillors) is also
essential, however, in that it is the vector of real mobilization and
synergy among the local partners, especially the main citizens
groups active in the town. These three groups form the core part-
nership, and the motor behind acceptance of an SRP by the other
local partners. Such partnership has a deftnite impact and oæa-
sionally represents a form of advocacy. lt is however up to $e drug
outreach team to organize it.

lll- Persuading the population to accept it

Once the first battle has been won, there is a second one in store,
requiring that the outreach workers persuade the population. The
methods used to do so will depend on the type of syringe distribu-

s ln ùre wods of tre head of one risk-rcductbn association.
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tion and the local context. Methods for gaining acceptance of a
storefront or an itinerant van stop are discussed below.

1) Acceptability of a storefront

Everyone agrees that ideally, storefronts should be opened in dis-
creet but well attended locations, either near the city center or at
the hub of several towns or départements.
However, the idea of setting up a storefront inevitably elicits a
negative reaction ftom the neighboring population. While people
agree that something should be done for drug users, it would be
best to do it as far away as possible. They are assailed with fears,
think it will attract all kinds of drug users to the neighborhood, bring
in the dealers, inh'oduce a criminal element, destroy their environ-
ment and the imag: of their neighborhood, force shopkeepers out,
submerge their streets with a deluge of contaminated needles.
Fear of crime explodtrs into full force. The first thing to do is to as-
sess the local context, and take it into consideration : this sponta-
neous opposition is not insurmountable. The following methods of
persuasion have been used by those workers on the drug scene
whom we met, and by their local partners,
Before setting up the storeront, they orchestrated an informational,
explanatory campaign, whicrr consisted of a series of neighborhood
meetings between all of the kcal actors and the residents, so as to
reassure them, ask the residents to trust them beforehand, and to
agree to the project, in exchange for guarantees that they are se-
rious people and that the opera'ing rules of the storefront will be
respected, in a sort of ritual pubh: exchange of commitments. Af-
tenrrrard, they placed prime importarce on negotiation and dialogue
with residents whenever drug users caused any occasional incon-
veniencero, taking the neighbors' cornplaints into consideration and
responding concretely to them (modifying the shop's hours, for
example). Through the subtle workings of everyday contacts, by
making he storefront a triendly place, open to all, helping both
drug users and other people to solve the drug+elated problems
that arise in he family and neighborhood (through mediation) and
picking up he used syringes discarded in public places, the wor-
kers managed to legitimate the existence of the storefont and con-
vince people hat heir presence in the neighborhood was useful.
Their professionalism was acknowledged, then, and the storetont
finally faded into the landscape. lt is nonetheless important to note
that however great treir effort at persuasion, however effective the
political and medical support, relative suæess at gaining accep
tance is always temporary. Last, he methods discussed here are
simple examples, among others. The local context is decisive in
this respectz.

2) Acceptability of a mobile van

It seems somewhat easier to get the population to accept some
stops for the syringe replacement van than to agree to the opening
of a storefront. There are some real difficulties, but hey involve
somewhat different points.
Given its mobility, he van may travel to those socially and eco
nomically neglected neighbourhoods and located wihin towns with
little or no specialised facilities or outreach teams or unequipped
with syring+distributing machines, as well as to those towns in
which tliere is effective political opposition to the setting up of an
SRP (in this case, the van must park on a private lot, wih the
owner's conænt). Just as for the setting up a storefront, the resi-
dents'reactions and local context must be assessed and taken into
consideration. While he methods used to gain acceptance may
vary, there are nonetheless some points hat do not : authorisation

6|V|I\RTINEAU (H.), Drug-related nuisances : how the Dutch handle he problem, Pe
na, ,ssues, January 2001, XlVl (forhcoming).
z Actually, most attempb at setting up a storefront meet up wih refusal.

to park in a public or private place must be obtained, stops should
be made near areas where the residents are sensitive to the need
for secondary prevention of drug addiction, parking must be in
places perceived by residents as neutral. Next, conditioned by the
local context and physical layout, an alliance with a person serving
as mediator between users and the population will be needed, but
also, a choice must be made of either playing up the visibility of the
van, with its occasional but regularly scheduled nature, to make it a
"familiar" feature, having it stop in a discreet place that goes unno-
ticed, or varying parking places to mollify discontent.

l_*_*

Ways of making an SRP acceptable vary with the outreach ap-
proach used toward drug users, be it a storefront, a van, or work
on the streets, and they depend as well on the context - local and
geographic, social, economic, and social and health-related as-
pects along with possible partnerships - and on the political junc-
ture. As shown here, the process of achieving acceptabili$ for an
SRP is an ongoing one, which lasts as long as the program itself.
The adoption of an intermediate solution, with a 'tenitorialised"

compromise between acceptability for the environment and acces-
sibility for drug users, particularly in the case of a storefront, consti-
tutes the crucial point in this respect. Such an intermediate solution
rests on the recognition of and dealing with inventoried needs for
the secondary prevention of drug addiction in the area involved,
but also on the ability to recognize and take into consideration the
difficulties that may arise when a very marginalised group of drug
users cohabits with the rest of the population. The point of equili-
brium between these two poles may be achieved through negotia-
tions around the various legitimate claims of the different users of
the town. This is why the processes and approaches to sefting up
an SRP cannot be confined within a rigid set of rules ; they depend
on trial and enor, and consist essentially of experimentation. There
is no single modelfor achieving acceptability for an SRP.

Patricia BENECH.LE ROUX


